Abstract—Investment in universities is a long term investment, requiring the adoption of an effective management system like the KM system. The implementation of KM framework in universities has become an apparent phenomenon in the age of globalization, accelerating technological change, and increased competition. Therefore, this paper aims to come up with a vision for the successful use of KM applications in teaching and learning at universities. This can be done by proposing an integrated framework to regulate the use of KM at all administrative and educational levels of the university, and show the factors affecting the successful use of KM to improve the learning outcomes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Universities are the main instruments of society for the constant pursuit of knowledge. Knowledge management in educational settings should provide a set of designs for linking people, processes, and technologies and discuss how organizations can promote policies and practices that help people share and manage knowledge [1].

The university is a scientific and intellectual center resorting to in order to solve the most difficult problems facing society. It is also credited for technology innovation and highly qualified personnel. Basically, its activity is academic, the direct output of which is thought and knowledge which are subject to different principles in terms of production and marketing compared with those of other institutions [2].

The investment in this field is a long-term investment requiring the adoption of an effective management system like knowledge management (KM) system. So, the university can shift from managing teaching staff and students to managing knowledge and innovation to achieve their goals [3].

Educators at universities are prime examples of knowledge workers because they typically have considerable personal discretion and responsibility in analyzing, developing, and implementing their curricular goals. The most exciting part about applying these ideas is that the primary ‘customers’ – the learners – can also become an integral part of the university, as they can play a critical role in helping to create and share knowledge throughout the system. Thus, in universities, learners need not simply be perceived as passive ‘customers’, but can rather become knowledge workers themselves, playing a unique role in producing and managing knowledge within the university. One of the key challenges posed by the advent of the knowledge economy is to develop the role of educators and learners as knowledge workers within broader, integrated education systems [4].

Universities, are knowledge-oriented and they reflect excellence. They are the solid ground for assuming principles and practice of KM, which are enthusiastically adopted by the business world [5]. These principles could be applied to universities with equal success chances [6]. So, universities should seek to aim at the discovery and dissemination of new and useful knowledge which is a vital issue, and to be among the first institutions to implement KM practice. Nevertheless, universities have been slow in KM practices [7].

Thus, the implementation of KM framework in universities has become an apparent phenomenon in the age of globalization, accelerating technological change, and increased competition [8,9].

Therefore, this paper aims to come up with a vision for the successful use of KM applications in teaching and learning at universities. This can be done by proposing an integrated framework to regulate the use of KM at all administrative and educational levels of the university and show the factors affecting the successful use of KM to improve the learning outcomes.

The importance of this subject stems from situation where the use of KM in universities is still in need for further research and study. This is because KM system, one of modern management systems, has not been adopted and applied in this sector at a large scale. Awareness of KM is still in its infancy at universities compared with its status in the business sector.

It is expected that this paper adds some information about the concept of KM in general and its use in teaching and learning in particular. Some universities would benefit from the framework of the use of KM proposed. The paper also emphasizes the need for continuation of research on how universities can benefit from KM in managing its affairs.

II. KM AND UNIVERSITY

Knowledge is power and wealth at the same time. The power of knowledge characterizes the twenty first century as it is the most important source which has been built accumulatively and does not decrease through use [10]. The increased importance of knowledge in the process of production is evident in the debate regarding the type of knowledge that is deemed to be most important to economic creations [11].

The knowledge management system is the framework of an integration of organizational elements in organizational culture, organizational information technology in-
frastructure and the organization’s store of individual and collective experiences, learning, insights, values, etc.. Members can effectively accomplish organizational goals through knowledge management processes and procedures. An organization that effectively manages knowledge is likely to be considered a learning organization. Knowledge dissemination and responsiveness to knowledge are cited repeatedly as the most effective way to a competitive advantage. While the need for effective managing of knowledge is accepted, much of the literature continues to explore measurement and its effect on outcomes [1].

Tremendous changes are taking place in advanced industrial societies, as a result of intended and unintended consequences of economic and technological development. The educational sector is not an exception from such changes. Since relevant development pose several challenges for the transformation of the whole educational process, including educational curricula, learning materials, instructional practices and education stakeholders [11].

In the education sector, it is of great advantage for the different institutions to know how to manage information in order to achieve their goals, accomplish their mission, deliver their services and cope with change. Particularly, within the context of teaching and learning systems, KM efforts can help both teachers and students to share valuable insights with each other, to reduce redundant work, to practice self-paced learning, to undertake research using, among others, archival data/information and to embark on reflective practice for promoting ongoing personal and professional development [12].

Cross and Baird (2000) [8,6] identifies five types of knowledge commonly used in organization. The first type is that embedded in the mind of individuals, and is gained through working experience, research, teaching, and operational activities. The second kind is knowledge preserved in work group, such as consensus on work rules. The third kind is knowledge that has been documented and organized for use, such as course syllabi or data malls. The fourth kind is knowledge that is embedded in organizational process, like laboratory exercises. The fifth kind is embedded in products and services, such as the skills of graduating students, patents, or research publication, each type of knowledge can be used to achieve organization missions and goals.

Some writers stress that scientific knowledge is the most important kind, other writers argue that organizations must exploit the tacit knowledge and information held by workers, while Reich (1991) suggests that economic progress will involve the combination of scientific and tacit knowledge [11].

KM has four major strands that can be used to categories KM projects as follows: [13]

1. The creation of knowledge repositories or knowledge banks which draw together all the explicit knowledge in the organization, which can be shared with others.
2. Approaches and tools that promote access to knowledge, internet, extranet... etc.
3. Knowledge-based culture, in which the senior management establishes expectation about the sharing of knowledge (policy statement, job descriptions... etc).
4. Valuing knowledge as an asset or the intellectual capital strand of KM is important in developing the fact that knowledge is a key resource.

The KM literature suggests that re-use of externalized knowledge is fundamental for improved efficiency, reduced cost and dependency on individuals know-how, rather than considering knowledge as a specific thing, explores the relationship between knowledge and the work that people do [14]. This leads to the learning organization which is an organization that facilitates individual and organizational learning in such a way so as to support success in responding to continuing change [13].

Universities are widely regarded not only as teaching establishments, but also as organizations that create new knowledge and support social communities. KM is usually recommended as one of the important roles to improve efficiency and effectiveness of university mandate and provide many benefits to university [15]. The strength and weaknesses of knowledge strategy dominating the contemporary university are related to the loss of information that occurs by abstracting whatever to be studied from an unmanageable complex reality, to place it in the simpler and manageable context of a discipline or profession [16]. According to Butcher (n.d.), it is possible to extract a set of principles that should inform the implementation of a knowledge management strategy as follows:
1. Start with a Strategy.
2. Involve users in the design of the knowledge management strategy and systems.
3. Clearly distinguish knowledge management strategies from technology implementation and information systems management.
4. Ensure that the broader organizational environment supports and rewards creation and sharing of knowledge.
5. Approach knowledge management as an iterative process.
6. Measure the impact of knowledge management. [4].

Teaching is a core activity of any university, but there is an enormous pressure of academics to undertake research either through publication or undertaking research degree, and little attention is given to assisting with the philosophy and implementation of good teaching practices [17].

The quality of education is a matter of concern at all levels of society. This places a responsibility on educators and educational administrators to demonstrate that their educational institutions—a pre-school educational facility, a school district, a university, all of which are capable of providing high quality educational opportunities at a reasonable cost [18]. This means the need for a modern management system like KM system to manage teaching and learning at all levels of educational institutions, especially universities.

III. THE FRAMEWORK OF KM

Figure (1) shows a suggested framework which regulates the use of KM in universities. This framework is based on a set of assumptions as follows:

1. The successful use of KM in university management requires a holistic integrated view of applications of the system.
2. The use of KM in universities leads to improvement of the quality of education and learning outcomes.
3. The successful use of KM requires the involvement of academics, the management and students in this system.
4. There are factors affecting the successful use of KM by academics, management and students.
5. The successful learning outcomes are linked to the academics' success in evaluation process.
6. The outcomes of learning are the main inputs of institutions in a given society.
7. The assessment of the success of learning outcomes is identified by the feedback provided by different institutions.

Basically, the modern university comprises two cultural hemispheres, the academic and the managerial, and that bifurcation has important implications when it comes to thinking about the appropriateness of specific KM proposals and strategies. The two hemispheres of the university are populated, respectively by academics and managers [6].

A study examines the reason why KM is apparently so unpopular in universities, results show that corporate culture and organizational structure are the major factors affecting perceptions of relevance KM programs and projects [19]. It is important to recognize that learning at universities occurs in social contexts, and that the socio-cognitive characteristics will shape approaches to knowledge creation, transfer and utilization [6]. Therefore, the assumption was, as noted in the figure 1, that the successful use of KM system in running the various university affairs requires an integrated view by all parties, academics, administrators, and students. The successful use is affected by the extent of awareness of this system and its applications.

KM awareness is defined as the extent of knowledge that the academic, administrators and students have about KM, its role in building the competitive advantage of the university, the way KM assets are used (tangible and intangible), the goals KM seeks to achieve, the benefits resulting from utilization KM, the importance of KM leader, the role and contribution of the prevailing institutional culture at the university using KM [20].

The successful use of KM system also requires the ability to practice the operations linked to this system. It is defined as the extent of generating knowledge by academics, and management staff through interaction between explicit and implicit knowledge, the sharing of such knowledge among the staff and the exercise of institutional learning processes leading to innovation in KM [20]. So, individuals are necessary for the production of knowledge operations, simply because they are knowledge themselves, and they only need little information to enable them produce knowledge [21].

In a study aimed to see if some factors like KM awareness, and the practice of KM operations affecting the utilization of KM at Jordanian universities. Result confirms that there is a significant impact of KM awareness and the practice of KM operations on the utilization of KM [20].

Figure 1. Framework of the Use of Knowledge Management System at Universities
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The application and implementation of an KM system improve the quality of education at universities. An effective KM system requires every academicians to practice appropriate management of knowledge in his or her teaching activities, which includes, generating, sharing, acquiring, storing and disseminating knowledge effectively to users of knowledge, especially students [22, 5].

It is suggested that there are four major processes to form a culture of knowledge sharing and collaboration. They are: (1) making knowledge visible, (2) increasing knowledge intensity, (3) building knowledge infrastructure, and (4) developing a knowledge culture. From an academic knowledge perspective, the learning community should start at the individual level, create departmental knowledge, create domains of knowledge across departments that share academic interests or disciplines, create institutional knowledge networks and networks with other institutions and corporations. The capitalization of collective knowledge begins with sharing in knowledge communities: from individual, through teams and groups, to organizations. Individual strategy mainly deals with the teacher’s individual professional growth. KM helps teachers develop their teaching ability, skill and experience, and action research. Once individual knowledge is captured, institutions and processes must be established to compel its dissemination throughout the organization. Knowledge management is then escalated to the organizational level. Institutional strategy emphasizes knowledge sharing through school-based teacher education, organizational learning, sharing culture, and teacher community. Knowledge sharing is not limited to the organization. Network strategy calls for establishment of knowledge map for teaching, knowledge database and instructional resource center [1].

In a study aimed to evaluate the level of practice among the academicians and to determine factors contributing to the effectiveness of KM practices at individual, faculty and university level at eight universities in Malaysia. The result indicates that info-structure, and knowledge acquisition, generation, storage and dissemination, are important factors in shaping the KM initiatives [22].

In another study aimed to studies the role of KM in facilitating knowledge sharing among stakeholders in technical educational institutions in India and elaborates on the need for knowledge management in the teaching-learning process. A KM framework for enhancement of knowledge sharing by the use of shared intellectual repositories is proposed. The findings show that the authors value the impact that KM can have in enhancing the quality of teaching and learning in technical educational institutions, and underscores the need for credible research into the benefits and challenges that the implementation of IT-based KM intervention will provide [23].

Sharing of experience and best practice for academics can be achieved by:

- building repositories of course syllabi.
- Providing pointers to evaluation of different pedagogic styles and practices
- Highlighting lessons from distance education experiments.
- Creating online forums, or communities of practice, for the exchange of tacit knowledge and on the job experiences [6].

In describes the main informative products of university information services, emphasizing the use of web technology for building corporate portals, evaluated as the core of the organization and sharing of knowledge in universities [24].

At universities there are two branches of knowledge: scientific knowledge, and practical knowledge. Scientific knowledge is explicit and clear through education, research publishing, and conferences, it moves within the university through the integration of students in learning processes and the scholars studies of the research results, cooperation between universities and the labor market. In contrast, the practical knowledge is the support provided by workers, which generates explicit knowledge in areas such as computer services, management, research support, and student services [25,8].

Scientific research is the core of higher education and it can be called "knowledge generation". It is clear that research is the real contribution of the university in knowledge community. The distinguishing feature of the university is the link between research and teaching where the research should have direct and changing impact on teaching. [5]. Suggested KM applications relating to research include building publicly accessible repositories of scholarly expertise and interest, to promote transparency and information exchange [6].

Much of the KM literature focuses on ways to increase the volume of knowledge available, ensure its quality, and improve its accessibility. Access to other expertise, experience, insights, and opinion is termed knowledge sourcing, which is one of many learning behaviors; they fall into two categories: Individuals can learn from own experience or from the experiences of others, three generic forms of knowledge sourcing namely: one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many. Examples include one-to-one conversation via telephone, email, or in persons. Examples include one-to-many, accessing a document that has been stored in a knowledge repository, printed in a book, or posted on an internet. Examples include many-to-many, communication via electronic discussion groups or face to face meetings [26].

The teaching process in student-oriented universities should lead to successful learning, which requires that university professors should concentrate on the learning process itself and its mechanisms represented by acquisition, socialization, externalization, combination, internalization, to produce new knowledge.

The learning process is influenced by a variety of factors, such as the curriculum in terms of priority of issues it addresses, flexibility in dealing with these issues, as well as students' awareness and their practice of operations associated with KM in their learning. The learning process is also affected by the teaching methods used by teachers, learning skills possessed by students which affected by cultural differences of a more diverse student body, students desire for a more participatory, experiential learning experience, and the need now and in the future for students to be able to synthesize vast amounts of rapidly updated, and therefore changing information [27]. The learning process is also affected by readiness and motivation for learning among students, as well as the climate that prevails in the learning environment.

The teachers need to have an open mind, designs teaching/learning environments which optimize the construc-
tion and discovery of knowledge, facilitates active learning and transfers conceptual networks to students, as needed.

They identify the emergence of individual and collective patterns and forks that arise from the interaction of different elements in the teaching/learning process (teachers, students, contents, projects, disciplines, cultures, context, etc.), and adopt the required pedagogical measures to be able to manage instability and uncertainty through the implementation of strategies to face each new problem.

They provide diverse tools and didactic resources to optimize learning according to the situation, to bring students to a state of cognitive efficiency that facilitates integration, transformation and application of knowledge into creative processes and innovative solutions [28]. They possess effective and assertive communication skills, and exercise an adequate emotional and social integration are not compatible with vast amount of digital resources available. Therefore, teachers need a KM tool that can integrate multiple types of resources, be flexible, can easily be searched, and has a user-friendly interface [29]. These tools enable students and teachers to process the information available to them and share their insights without mediation or censorship by others, so that they can not only make sense of information from elsewhere in the world, but also put it to immediate and possibly novel use. The adoption of such tools, for example, peer-to-peer learning becomes an important complement to formal teaching, giving communities far wider access to mentors across the world, drawn from higher education generally [30].

Effective KM is contingent upon the explication of a deep and shared understanding of the learning and teaching process. The most important transactions in education are those related to learning and teaching which are frequently the least explicated. Further, where such explication does occur, it is rarely specific enough to generate the kind of meaningful data required to make timely improvements in the learning experience of individual students [31]. Several skills and abilities needed to manage knowledge and to deal with information such as:

- Relative and organized knowledge.
- Solve complex problems.
- Collaborate, exchange knowledge, work with experts.
- Communicate, give persuasive presentation.
- Construct knowledge products.
- Integrate and critically evaluate knowledge.
- Identify and evaluate secondary effects [32].

Pintrich (1994) compared several taxonomies of learning components, and concluded that the common elements were student knowledge base, procedural skills, self-regulation of learning, and motivation and effect. The distinction between cognitive, meta-cognitive, and affective motivational components of learning can also be found in the work of several other researchers [33]. One of the main sources of student learning is the interaction with the teacher in classroom. In fact, the teachers' contribution to student knowledge is, arguably, the most important source of learning (other sources include self-learning through reading a text-book, or through a peer study group, for example). The teacher-student "knowledge transfer" process is measured by a student performance on homework assignments, midterm, and final exam [18].

Teachers' work activities include teaching, preparation, administration, in- service/professional development, and other activities with teaching requiring the most time. Lesson planning, constructing and grading tests take a great deal of time. The rapid changes of technology complicates the effective delivery of efficient instruction to students, and teachers have to stay current in their field, and this means taking time out to attend in-service/professional development [34,33].

At the university of western Sydney, the foundations of university learning and teaching program is offered to all new full time teaching staff. The key aspect of the program is to enhance their ability to structure an effective learning environment for students. In this regard the program states that its strategies are collaborative, emphasizing negotiated learning, working in collegial group, and pairs, and the sharing of experiences.

The Program aims to: value the diversity of student experiences, appreciate the ways in which student learn, design effective learning experiences for students, use appropriate presentation techniques and information and communications technology to support teaching and learning, justify appropriate strategies for assessing student learning, value and share individual and colleagues experiences and knowledge of learning and teaching [17].

In a case study about how a wiki technology was used to support collaborative activities in a KM class graduate-level information systems and technology school, findings suggest that wikis can support collaborative knowledge creation and sharing in an academic environment. Success in attempts to provide such support may depend on: familiarity with wiki technology, careful planning for implementation and use, appropriate class size, and motivations of student to engage in discovery learning [35].

While under a design thinking paradigm, student would be encouraged to think broadly about problems, develop a deep understanding of issues, and plan a process to implement a good idea [36].

The use of small cases can be used to engage the student in an interactive learning experience that requires grappling with difficult issues and formulating well-reasoned analysis for problems posed. The objective of a mini cases is to broaden, the thinking of students by raising difficult, focused questions [37].

Social constructivist teaching methods, such as problem-based learning, case-based instruction or collaborative research projects, require students to construct or create knowledge proactively by engaging with realistic problems. Three rationales for adopting social constructivist teaching methods in pre-professional undergraduate programs are that they may: 1- help student to construct a deeper understanding of the theoretical concepts that is better connected with practical experience, 2- help students to develop skills in performing the routine problem-
solving tasks of their intended profession, 3- develop students knowledge creation capacity [24]. Results of a study of the social constructivist teaching methods found that lecturers perceive association between the use of social constructivist teaching methods and the superior development of their students profession- specific skills and knowledge creation capacity [38].

Teaching functions refer to those functions that promote high quality student learning. The effective function refer to creating and maintaining a positive motivational and emotional climate for learners [33]. Many authors argue that active learning include:

- learning the content and improving the student skills of verbal delivery.
- Feedback which is essential in learning. Instead of providing feedback on the students actual performance, feedback should be about growth rather than grading.
- The ability to work effectively in a team/group in higher education, then educators must develop student skills as cooperation and collaboration, resolving conflict negotiating, problem solving, critical thinking, and others.
- Motivation: The authors raise the issues of three types of motivation, namely, goal types, sources of enjoyment and general motivation to learn, as well as the four motivational conditions of interest, relevance, expectancy and satisfaction [39]. In a survey of 252,080, 1997 freshmen students at 464 two-and four-years institutions found that, in comparison to those surveyed 10 years ago, today's freshmen were more bored in class, more often overslept and missed classes or appointments, and were less likely to study or do homework six or more hours a week [27]. This findings emphasizes the importance of motivation in learning.

Teachers' evaluation of students' learning is the real indicator of successful teaching outcomes which enable students to get adapted and be in harmony with various institutions in the society. The importance of measuring performance in higher education has long been understood by all Stakeholders including teachers, students, administrators, and researchers [18].

Teaching / learning and evaluation are inextricably linked and it is virtually impossible to improve teaching without understanding its impact. Why does evaluation often get put on the back burner? Perhaps part of the answer can be attributed to a fairly common perception that doing evaluation requires a certain level of expertise in evaluation methodologies and data analysis. Another part of the answer might relate to the complexity of the task, learning is complex and multidimensional, and any serious attempt to evaluate learning must take a multi-methods approach [40].

The focus on outcomes as a modification of individuals cognitive structures, without changes in cognitive structures, learning cannot have occurred, changes are the key of the transfer of knowledge. Learning outcomes defined as the extent to which an individuals cognitive structures have improved over times, and the focus on three distinct types of instrumental cognitive changes: replication, refers to the propagation at existing cognitive structure, adaptation, refers to incremental change in causal structures, paralleling the ongoing evaluation of work in response to new development. Innovation, refers to radical, discontinuous change [13].

Cognitive processing activities are those thinking activities that students use to process subject matter. They directly lead to learning outcomes in term of knowledge, understanding skills... etc. Affective activities involve emotions that arise during learning and lead to affective states that may positively, neutrally, or negatively influence the progress of learning process, like motivating one self, attributing learning outcomes to causal factors. Regulation activities steer the cognitive and affective activities and therefore, indirectly lead to learning outcomes [33].

In elementary, secondary, and higher education environment, the curriculum and its educational goals and objectives, found in all types of planning and curriculum review documents, determine the desired learning outcomes. Student learning outcomes, are not the only important arena of evaluation. It is equally important to measure and document personal experiences that directly contribute to the development of information literate individuals [40].

Learning outcomes generally identified to be essential for preparing the younger generation for the challenges of life in the knowledge society include the ability and readiness to engage in lifelong learning, to access and evaluate information, to communicate effectively and to collaborate with others in solving complex open-ended problems, with the appropriate use of technology [32], because there are not only more graduates going on to the job market, but more different types of graduates are being prepared for more diverse occupational specialities. This makes the transition from education to the workplace a more complex and problematic. Therefore, in most countries the role and organization of higher education are being questioned by new student demands and a more competitive environment for universities [41].

The involvement of the graduates working in various institutions in the community will give the university feedback on the success of KM system in the improvement of learning among students, and whether the outcomes of learning are appropriate to the nature of work in these institutions, and whether their expectations are met, their need of specialists in various fields. It is expected that this feedback will play an important role in bringing about the change and the continuous modernization of KM system at the university so that it constantly remains an effective management system in the management of the learning and education process, leading to maintaining the level of educational outcomes and its excellence so as to serve the community's goals.
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